
Heather Butz - Quadriplegic 
 
Requirements:  

1. Be able to voice control her adjustable bed. 

2. Be able to voice control the lights in her ceiling fan 
3. Be able to voice control her TV (Direct TV Dish) 

 
Solution – High Level:  

1. Designed a voice activated bed controller which gives Heather the ability to 

control the Head Up/Down and Foot Up/Down functions of her adjustable 
Southwest Specialty bed. We also provided a port on our bed controller so the 

wired remote could be connected and could continue to be used as a manual 

means of controlling the bed in parallel to the voice solution.  She can control the 

bed using Google and Alexa. 
2. We provided 4 Lifx bulbs so Heather can turn her lights on and off by voice. 

3. We provided an Amazon Fire TV Cube for controlling the TV 

 

 

Details of the Solution 

1 – Voice Control his bed – Heather has a semi-electric Southwest Specialty bed which is 

controlled by a 400LV-4LVWS5 pendant. This bed may be a rebranded Invacare bed and it 

is a 4-function bed which includes Head Up, Head Down, Foot Up, and Foot Down. To make 

sure the bed could still be controlled in times when there is a disruption of wifi or internet, 

we provided a 9 pin connector to our bed controller where the original remote can plug in. 

As a result, the bed can be controlled by either method, voice or hand pendant. 

 

The voice commands can be issued through Alexa as well as through the Google Mini.  The 

benefit of being able to voice control the bed via either smart speaker is redundancy as 

well as to be able to compare the performance of Alexa vs Google.  

 

We provided Heather with the ability to move the head of the bed up/down for durations 

of 2,3,4,5,6 and 8 seconds. She also has commands to move the foot end of the bed 

up/down for 2,3,4 and 5 seconds. Routines were created on both Amazon and Google to 

make these voice commands customized for Heather’s preference.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Here is a Visio diagram of the solution. 

 
 

2 – Be able to Voice Control the lights in her ceiling fan - Heather has a ceiling fan 

with 4 light bulbs. We replace the standard light bulbs with LIFX A19 Mini Day and Dusk 

White Wi-Fi Smart LED Light Bulb, Dimmable so that they could be controlled by Alexa or 

Google. 

3 – Ba able to control her TV which uses Direct TV Dish – We provided an Amazon Fire 

TV cube so Heather could control her TV (power on/off, volume up/down/mute, and tune to 

entertainment on her Direct TV dish. 

 

 

 



 

Resources 

Amazon Echo 

Alexa Support   (Contact Support via the Amazon Alexa app - can have them call your 

number) 

Google Home getting started 

Google Home Help Forum 

Google Home Support    Phone number for Google Home hardware support = 855-971-

9121 (24/7 days a week) 

Logitech Harmony Knowledge Base  

Logitech Harmony Support Phone # for Support = 866-601-5644 (M-F 8am to 6pm PST) 

Lifx 

Wemo Support  Phone number for Support = 1-844-745-wemo (9366) 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201399130
http://amazon.com/alexasupport
https://store.google.com/us/product/google_home_setup?hl=en-US
https://productforums.google.com/forum/#!forum/googlehome
https://support.google.com/googlehome/?hl=en#topic=7029677
https://support.myharmony.com/en-us/category
http://support.logitech.com/en_us/contact
https://support.lifx.com/hc/en-us
http://www.wemo.com/support/

